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Abstract

We study how the introduction of a new non-personalized news feed impacts user engage-
ment quantity, quality, and diversity on Reddit. In June 2018, Reddit introduced the News
tab on iOS devices that surfaces popular content from a curated list of news-related commu-
nities. We leverage this natural experiment to identify the causal effects of the News tab on
iOS user engagement in a difference-in-differences design. We find that the News tab increases
the share of iOS devices that engage with news-related content and there is a relatively larger
increase in low-quality engagement, measured through voting on the platform. We also find
that the diversity of engagement within news categories and within articles from publishers
across the political spectrum increases as a result of the News tab. These results suggest that
non-personalized feeds can be an important tool to mitigate algorithmic filter bubbles, and
need not come at the expense of reduced user engagement.
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1 Introduction

Social media platforms play an important role in everyday life, with the average person with access to
the internet spending over two hours daily on social media [Kemp, 2020]. The prevalence of social
media in modern life has important implications for individual well-being [Allcott et al., 2020],
the quality of news people consume [Vosoughi et al., 2018], and political polarization [Levy, 2021].
Perhaps the most common way users interact with many of the most popular social media platforms
is through a news feed that aggregates content from across the platform (e.g. Facebook News Feed
and Twitter timeline). A growing body of research has demonstrated the importance of news feed
algorithms on individual well-being [Kramer et al., 2014], platform engagement [Dujeancourt et al.,
2021], and exposure to counter-attitudinal news [Bakshy et al., 2015, Levy, 2021, Huszár et al.,
2021]. Here we study the effects of a large social media platform introducing a popularity-driven
news feed on engagement quantity, quality, and diversity. We find that the introduction of the feed
increases engagement in some, but not all, featured communities and the engagement induced by
the feed is heterogeneous in quality, with many communities seeing a larger relative increase in
low-quality engagement compared to high-quality engagement. We also find suggestive evidence
that the communities that saw the largest increases in engagement were communities most often
featured in the new feed. Moreover, the introduction of the feed increases individual engagement
diversity, suggesting non-personalized news feeds can be an important tool in mitigating algorithmic
filter bubbles [Pariser, 2011].

This study leverages a natural experiment on the Reddit platform where a News tab offering
popular content from a curated list of communities was introduced on iOS devices but not desktop
or Android devices. At the time, Reddit statements indicated the iOS only roll out was to test and
improve the feed and the platform had plans to introduce this feature across all devices. Therefore,
we view this as an exogenous change to the app and argue that, absent the introduction of the
News tab, Reddit engagement trends would have been similar across Android and iOS users. This
allows us to identify the causal effect of the News Tab using a difference-in-differences strategy.

We find that the introduction of the news feed induces a statistically significant increase in the
probability of posting any content on a news-related community. This increase is concentrated in
the Politics, Technology, Entertainment, and Business related communities that were featured in
the News tab. The News tab caused the monthly probability of posting by iOS users to increase
by 19.6% (0.69 percentage points) in the Politics community, 17.3% (0.50 percentage points) in
Technology communities, 7.0% (0.35 percentage points) in Entertainment communities, and 106.0%
(0.21 percentage points) in Business communities. However, this new engagement that was caused
by the News Tab is of heterogeneous quality. We find a statistically significant and economically
meaningful increase in low-quality engagement as measured by voting on the platform in the Politics
(36.0%, 0.23 percentage points) and Technology (13.1%, 0.08 percentage points) communities, and a
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non-statistically significant decline in Science and US & World communities. While the probability
of posting a high quality comment also increased in the Politics and Technology communities, the
increase was smaller in relative terms. Notably, the non-personalized feed also increases individual
engagement diversity as implemented through the Shannon Entropy [Shannon, 1948, Holtz et al.,
2020] and Herfindahl–Hirschman Index [Rhoades, 1993, Claussen et al., 2019]. This is true both
for the diversity of engagement across the communities included in the News tab as well as for the
diversity of engagement across articles from publishers of different political slant.

These results have important managerial and policy implications. In particular, we highlight
the effects of social media news feed algorithms on engagement quantity, quality, and diversity.
Despite the increase in engagement, the relative rise in low-quality engagement has the potential to
make the platform less valuable to existing members by increasing the costs of finding high quality
discussion and information [Gu et al., 2007]. This presents a trade-off, as prior work suggests the
increase in engagement diversity caused by the News tab may have positive implications for user
retention [Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson, 2013, Anderson et al., 2020]. While the increase in
engagement diversity across categories of news has important managerial implications, from a policy
perspective, the increase in the diversity of engagement across publishers from various political
viewpoints suggests that non-personalized feeds can be an important tool to mitigate algorithmic
filter bubbles.

2 Related literature

In this paper we contribute to several streams of existing literature. First, we add to the literature
studying the impacts of social media feed algorithms on users and society. This includes work
studying the impact of social media feeds on individual well-being [Kramer et al., 2014, Allcott
et al., 2020], media consumption [Bakshy et al., 2015, Allcott et al., 2020, Levy, 2021], exposure
to content from politicians [Huszár et al., 2021], and user engagement [Dujeancourt et al., 2021].
Kramer et al. [2014] find that changes to the Facebook News Feed that promote (or suppress)
posts containing positive expressions cause users to post more (less) positive posts and less (more)
negative posts, highlighting the importance of the News Feed algorithm in determining the content
that users interact with and downstream effects on user behavior. Similarly, Bakshy et al. [2015],
Allcott et al. [2020], and Levy [2021] find that the news feed impacts the news people read, and
in particular, exposure to counter-attitudinal sources. We contribute to this literature by further
demonstrating the importance of news feed design on user behavior. In particular, the addition
of the news feed we consider increases user engagement, and the diversity of user engagement,
suggesting that non-personalized feeds can help mitigate filter bubbles that are often generated by
social media feeds.

Second, we contribute to the growing literature studying the impacts of news feeds and algo-
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rithmic recommendations on consumer behavior. This has been studied in the context of product
sales [Oestreicher-Singer and Sundararajan, 2012, Hosanagar et al., 2014, Lee and Hosanagar, 2019]
as well as content consumption [Bakshy et al., 2015, Claussen et al., 2019, Holtz et al., 2020,
Dujeancourt et al., 2021]. The existing work find that personalized algorithms increase content
consumption relative to manually curated recommendations [Claussen et al., 2019, Holtz et al.,
2020] and chronologically ordered news feeds [Dujeancourt et al., 2021]. In addition, Bakshy et al.
[2015], Claussen et al. [2019] and Holtz et al. [2020] find (to varying extents) that personalized
recommendations decrease individual consumption diversity, supporting the notion of algorithmic
recommendations leading to filter bubbles. We contribute to this body of work by studying the
causal effects of a new non-personalized feed on engagement and engagement diversity. In contrast
to the work studying personalized feeds [Bakshy et al., 2015, Claussen et al., 2019, Holtz et al.,
2020], we find the non-personalized news feed increases individual engagement diversity and this
increase in diversity does not come at the expense of decreased engagement. Moreover, this paper
is among the first to study the impacts of a new feed at a major social media outlet on engagement
quantity, quality, and diversity.

Finally, we add to the literature studying motivations for user generated content. Past research
has investigated numerous interventions to induce additional user generated content. These in-
terventions include financial incentives with mixed results [Cabral and Li, 2015, Khern-am nuai
et al., 2018, Burtch et al., 2018], successful social norm interventions [Chen et al., 2010, Burtch
et al., 2018], and status or rewards [Goes et al., 2016, Restivo and Van De Rijt, 2012, Gallus, 2017,
Burtch et al., 2021]. Of particular relevance to this work are the trade-offs faced in stimulating
additional user generated content. For example, Khern-am nuai et al. [2018] find that financial in-
centives can increase the quantity of online reviews, though these incentives result in the marginal
reviews being of lower quality. Gu et al. [2007] emphasize this tradeoff explicitly and study the
competing positive network externalities, stemming from additional engagement providing more
information, and negative externalities, if additional low-quality engagement distracts members of
the community and increases costs of finding relevant information. We contribute to this literature
by asking if additional news feeds can stimulate user-generated content, in addition to the impacts
these have on the quality of this engagement.

3 Setting

Reddit is a popular social media platform founded in 2005 with over 52 million daily active users
as of January 2020.1 The platform consists of over 100,000 active communities called subreddits,
which host user-generated content focused on a particular topic. Within a community, users can
post new submissions or comment on others’ submissions. By default, content is presented to users

1https://www.redditinc.com/press
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using a proprietary algorithm that favors upvotes and fresher content.2

Voting on content is an important part of Reddit both practically, as it is a key driver of content
promotion, and as a method of rewarding content that contribute to the community and demoting
those that do not.3 While norms vary within communities, Reddit guidelines are explicit that voting
should reflect contributions to the community and conversation.4 In particular, downvoting only
because you disagree with the content is explicitly discouraged and downvoting should be reserved
for content that is not contributing to the community’s conversation. Therefore, in this study we
will use voting data to infer post quality as judged by members of the community.

Reddit is accessible to users through web browsers or mobile apps. In April 2016 Reddit launched
their official mobile apps for Android and iOS devices. Before the official Reddit apps were sup-
ported, there were a number of third party apps that allowed users to browse the site and many
unofficial apps are still available today, though the official Reddit app is the dominant app in the
market.5 Users of the official mobile app are able to access three primary sections of the app through
a navigation bar at the top of the screen: “Popular”, “Home”, and “News”, though the latter News
section is only available to users with iOS devices. The Popular tab aggregates popular content
from across the site and the Home tab aggregates content from communities in which the user is a
member. The News tab is the focus of this study and is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.

3.1 Natural Experiment

In June 2018, Reddit introduced an update to its mobile app on Apple (iOS) devices that introduced
the News tab, which provided a feed of content from communities that focus on discussion and
sharing of news related content. The tab is displayed prominently in the mobile app alongside the
Home tab that shows submissions from communities a user is a member of and the Popular tab
that shows popular content from across the platform (Figure 1). Within the News tab, users first
view a feed containing posts from all news categories. Users may then select individual topics to
view more focused feeds that display posts related to the selected topic. The communities that
are displayed in the News tab are chosen to be those that most often engage with news, who are
actively moderated and in compliance with Reddit policies on acceptable content and guidelines for
healthy communities, and who require the title of posts linking to news articles to be an accurate
reflection of the article title. These guidelines result in most posts in the News tab following a

2The exact details of this algorithm are not publicly available.
3Upvoting (downvoting) a user’s post or comment impacts their Karma score, which is a publicly available number

summarzing “how much good the user has done for the reddit community” (https://www.reddit.com/wiki/faq).
4“Vote. If you think something contributes to conversation, upvote it. If you think it does not contribute to the

subreddit it is posted in or is off-topic in a particular community, downvote it.” (https://www.reddithelp.com/hc/
en-us/articles/205926439)

5While data on installs is not publicly available, the official Reddit applications have received more than 2 million
reviews on both the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store. The next closest competitor has roughly 400,000
reviews.
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common structure, where the post title is an article headline and the body links to the full article
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Screenshot of Reddit News tab

In Reddit’s public comments at the time, they announced that the News tab was originally
being released on iOS, but would eventually be available on most devices.6 Our empirical strategy,
which will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3, relies on the assumption that, absent the
introduction of the News tab, engagement trends of iOS users in our sample would have followed
engagement trends of Android users in our sample.7 We provide evidence consistent with such an

6https://www.reddit.com/r/announcements/comments/8sth30/extra_extra_were_launching_a_news_tab_as_
a_beta

7Our preferred results require a slightly weaker assumption that common trends hold conditional on observed
pre-treatment engagement. This is because we use Coarsened Exact Matching weights in the analysis [Iacus et al.,
2012], described in Appendix A.
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assumption in Section 4.4, though the assumption cannot be explicitly tested empirically.

4 Data

The data for this study are based on a dataset of public Reddit submissions and comments described
in Baumgartner et al. [2020].8 We focus on posts between June 2017 and June 2019 which contain
a total of 349 million submissions and 3.0 billion comments during this period. We restrict our
sample to the subset of users for whom we can infer their mobile device, and this sample has 28.0
million total comments across all communities during the period. We also focus on comments rather
than submissions, as comments make up the majority of posts and this is particularly evident in
communities promoted on the News tab. In our sample of users, comments on communities featured
in the News tab account for 97.89% of all posts. Table 1 below shows descriptive statistics for our
sample.

4.1 Inferring device type

A drawback of the Baumgartner et al. [2020] data relative to the proprietary data collected by the
platform is that we only observe publicly available information, which does not include the device
a user was using when making a post. As a result, we must infer device type from posts on the
platform. To do so, we consider the subset of users who have posted in the RedditMobile community,
which is an official Reddit community for announcements, discussion, and feedback on the official
Reddit mobile apps. When posting in this community, users are often posting feedback about the
mobile apps and typically include explicit tags about the device and version of the mobile app they
are giving feedback (Figure 2). We infer user device using the following procedure. First, if the
user tagged a particular operating system in their post we assign their device accordingly. Second,
if the user has tagged their operating system on the community through author ‘flair’ (for example,
the first post in Figure 2 has tagged iOS 14 as their author flair), we assign them to that device.
Finally, if both of these methods fail and the post is a comment, we assign the commenter the device
of the post they are commenting on. This procedure allowed us to identify 18,274 Android users
and 19,127 iOS users. There were an additional 1,579 users who authored posts that would have
been classified as both Android and iOS devices, and these users are excluded from all analyses.

8Gaffney and Matias [2018] find evidence of missing data in this dataset. In particular, they find that less than
0.04% of comments and 0.65% of submissions are missing from the dataset in the early years. We believe missing
data on this scale is unlikely to be driving our results for two reasons. First, as discussed in Baumgartner et al.
[2020], the data collection process has improved as a result of the flaws highlighted in Gaffney and Matias [2018]
which analyze data before the period studied here. Second, Gaffney and Matias [2018] find that heavy users are more
likely to be impacted than light users. Our primary outcomes are indicators if a user posted any posts in a month.
Therefore, for the outcome to be changed we would have to be missing all of a users posts in a given month which
is less likely.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of Reddit Mobile feed use to identify user devices

The process of inferring device operating systems limits our sample substantially. As a result, we
include all users who have posted on the RedditMobile community rather than only those posting
before the News tab was introduced. The primary risk of inferring device type from posts after the
News tab was introduced is a bias if users select devices based on this intervention, but we believe
this is unlikely to be driving our results.9 A more likely issue is device switching that is independent
of the Reddit News tab. This should bias our estimates of engagement toward zero as long as the
News tab did not induce some users to engage less with news related communities.

4.2 Communities of interest

The News tab includes 54 communities (subreddits) that are structured into 8 higher-level categories
of news.10 In this study we aggregate engagement to the category level and focus on heterogeneity
along news categories rather than individual communities. We do this because the News tab is
structured around these categories and the smaller number of categories facilitates comparisons of
heterogeneous effects.

We exclude a handful of communities due to concerns about the common trends assumption.
First, we exclude technology communities that specifically reference Apple or Google as we are
conditioning on users having an Apple or Android device and expect these users to have different

9When the News tab was announced, Reddit administrators were explicit that they intended to make this feature
available across all devices which should mitigate switching immediately following the release. The announcement
referenced specific plans for availability on desktop and a top comment from an administrator stated the intention
to make this available across all platforms (https://www.reddit.com/r/announcements/comments/8sth30/extra_
extra_were_launching_a_news_tab_as_a_beta/e12auz7?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3). As it
became evident that this feature was not planned to be released on Android, selective switching is more plausi-
ble, though we find it unlikely that a substantial share of our sample is choosing a smartphone operating system
because of this particular Reddit feature.

10When Reddit launched the News tab in 2018, the list of communities that were referenced were not made public.
To approximate the list of communities that are promoted by the News tab we consider the communities that are
present as of August 2021.
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engagement patterns on these communities. Second, we exclude all communities in the Crypto
category. This is because of the massive increase in traffic in late 2017 that resulted in differential
engagement by iOS and Android users. In the end, we focus on the following 8 categories of news:
US/World, Politics, Technology, Science, Sports, Business, Gaming, and Entertainment.

4.3 Empirical Strategy

We estimate the effect of the News tab on Reddit activity using a difference-in-differences design
that makes a common trends assumptions. Formally, we model outcomes 𝑌𝑖𝑡 using a two-way fixed
effects panel regression model

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜆𝑡 + 𝜏Post𝑡𝐷𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (1)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the outcome of interest, 𝐷𝑖 is an indicator equal to one if user 𝑖 has an iOS device, Post𝑡
is an indicator for the post-treatment period, and 𝛼𝑖 (𝜆𝑡) represent unobserved individual (time)
fixed effects. Identification of this model comes from a common trends assumption that assumes,
absent the introduction of the News tab, the average outcome for iOS and Android users would
have had the same variation over time [Abadie and Cattaneo, 2018].

In addition to average effects, we study dynamic treatment effects by estimating event-study
models of the form

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜆𝑡 + 𝜏𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡. (2)

We then can interpret 𝜏𝑡 as the average treatment effect on iOS users in period 𝑡 to understand how
the treatment effect varies over time. In addition, this specification forms the basis for our test of
pre-trends discussed in more detail in the following section. All statistical inference on estimates
of Equation 1 and 2 use cluster robust standard errors clustered at the user level [Liang and Zeger,
1986].

Before estimating Equations 1 and 2 we perform a Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM) procedure
that accounts for imbalance in baseline engagement in the pre-period through re-weighting [Iacus
et al., 2012, Gertler et al., 2016]. The matching procedure is explained in detail in Appendix A.
This weakens the identification assumption required, as we now only need common trends to hold
conditional on the covariates used in matching. Results of the analysis without using the CEM
weights are shown in Appendix G and the results are largely consistent.

4.4 Testing for Pre-Trends

To have a causal interpretation, the empirical strategy described in Section 4.3 relies on a common
trends assumption. To be explicit, our identifying assumption is that, absent the introduction of
the News tab, iOS and Android engagement would have followed the same time trends conditional
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on pre-treatment covariates used in matching. While this cannot be tested empirically, we can test
for common trends in the pre-treatment period that would be consistent with this assumption. To
do so, we perform the joint test that pre-treatment coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to zero.

When considering if a user posted in any news related community, we fail to reject the null
hypothesis of common pre-trends (𝑝=0.36). Moreover, when looking at specific topics we fail to
reject the null of common pre-trends at the 5% level in all cases except for entertainment related
communities, which we can reject with a p-value of 0.05 (Figure 12). For the outcome of an
indicator of any low-quality post, we fail to reject the null hypotheses of common pre-trends for all
8 categories of news (Figure 13) and the same is true for the high-quality post analysis (Figure 14).

5 Results

5.1 Effect on engagement quantity

To study the impact of the News tab on engagement with news related communities, we first
estimate Equation 1 where the outcome is an indicator equal to one if a user posts on any community
suggested by the News tab. In aggregate, we find the News tab increases the probability of posting
on any news related community by 3.5% (0.61 percentage points percentage points, 𝑝 <0.01).

Figure 3: Treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
Note: Coefficients from estimates of Equation 1 on an indicator if a user posted in the community in a
given month. Each point represents the estimated average treatment effect on iOS users on probability
of engagement for the 8 categories of news. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

This aggregate view, however, masks substantial variation in effect sizes by the topic of news
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(Figure 3). Recall there are 8 categories of news included in the News tab (US/World, Politics,
Technology, Business, Science, Sports, Gaming, and Entertainment) and we can estimate the effect
of the News tab on the monthly engagement probability for each category. Figure 3 plots the esti-
mates of the average treatment effect on iOS users of the News tab on engagement with each of the
8 news categories. In all categories, the treatment effect point estimates are positive, though some
are statistically indistinguishable from 0. This suggests the News tab increases total engagement,
but this increase is concentrated in a subset of news categories. There is a statistically signifi-
cant treatment effect for the Politics (𝑝<0.001), Technology (𝑝<0.001), Entertainment (𝑝<0.01),
and Business (𝑝<0.001) categories that are also significant when correcting for multiple hypothesis
testing [Holm, 1979].

Recall these effect sizes represent the share of individuals induced by the News tab to post in
each particular community in a given month. Baseline engagement rates are relatively low in this
sample, with on average only 3.5% of iOS users posting in the Politics community in the year leading
up to the introduction of the News tab. Therefore, a treatment effect of 0.69 percentage points
represents a 19.6% increase in the monthly share of iOS users who post in the Politics community.
There is also a 17.3% increase in the share posting in Technology communities, a 7.0% increase
in the share posting in Entertainment communities, and a 106.0% increase in the share posting in
Business communities.

The above analysis focuses on the extensive margin of engagement, showing that the News
tab induces additional iOS users to post on news related communities relative to Android users.
Next, we consider how the News tab impacts the intensive margin by estimating Equation 1 on a
series of additional outcomes. Specifically, we estimate Equation 1 where the outcome is a series of
indicators equal to one if total engagement in a category is above a threshold ranging from 0 to 50.
This estimates the treatment effect for iOS users on the probability of a user having more posts in
a month than the threshold.11 The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
There is a clear pattern, where the absolute treatment effects of the News tab are largest for lower
thresholds suggesting the News tab induces new users to post a few times rather than inducing
users to post more regularly.

5.2 Effect on engagement quality

In addition to the quantity of engagement, we also observe the quality of engagement from upvotes
and downvotes by participants in the communities. Recall that votes on Reddit are intended to be
a mechanism to signal if a comment or submission contributes to the conversation or not, which we

11A natural outcome for the extensive margin analysis would be the log-transformed number of posts, though
the log-transformation suffers two pitfalls. First, given the sparsity of our dataset the arbitrary choice of how
to handle zeros would be consequential. Second, and more importantly, common trends in the extensive margin
(probability of posting) is inconsistent with common trends in the log-transformed outcome unless we make further
strong assumptions that are rejected in the data.
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(a) All news communities (b) All non-news communities

(c) Politics (d) Technology

(e) Entertainment (f) Business

Figure 4: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
Note: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting in community, estimated using
Equation 2. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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(a) Gaming (b) Technology

(c) US & World (d) Science

Figure 5: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
Note: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting in community, estimated using
Equation 2. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

are interpreting as a signal of post quality as judged by the participants in the community.
To study the impact of the News tab on engagement quality, we again estimate Equation 1 with

an indicator if any of an author’s posts were ‘negative’ or ‘positive’. Here, we define a negative post
to be a comment that received more downvotes than upvotes and a positive post to be a comment
that received more upvotes than downvotes. Results of these regressions are plotted in Figure 6.
We find that there is a heterogeneous effect on engagement quality by topic. For example, while
the Politics and Technology communities see an increase in the number of users with both positive
and negative posts, there is a relatively larger increase in the share of users with negative posts
suggesting the marginal comments induced by the News tab are lower quality in these communities.
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Figure 6: Treatment effect on probability of a post by post quality
Note: Coefficients from estimates of Equation 1 on an indicator if a user posted a positive (negative)
post in a given month. Each point represents the estimated average treatment effect on iOS users on
the probability of posting a positive or negative comment for the 8 categories of news. Bars represent
95% confidence intervals.

5.3 Effect by domain

Focusing on news categories we classify as “hard news”, which includes US & World, Politics, and
Business, we now investigate the effect of the News tab on the political slant of the news publishers
that users engage with. In particular, we consider heterogeneous effects on engagement with news
articles by publishers of varying political slant. Appendix B explains in detail how political slant
is measured for each publisher.

The vast majority of threads in the news communities are started by someone sharing an article
related to the community’s topic. For this analysis, we drop the 4.2% of posts that link to Reddit
(this is primarily general discussion threads) and YouTube (<0.1% of posts). We match publisher
domains to the domain political slant measures of Robertson et al. [2018], who calculate domain
level political slant of 19,022 of the most popular domains. Additional details about these data can
be found in Appendix B. Over 94% of the remaining posts in hard news communities by our sample
were on a thread started by a link to a publisher domain contained in the Robertson et al. [2018]
slant data. We then partition the publishers into five equally sized bins based on their slant. The
majority of engagement is on articles from left-leaning publishers, with less than 20% of posts on
threads initiated by articles from right-leaning outlets and over half of posts on threads initiated
by articles from left-leaning outlets (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Distribution of posts in hard-news communities across domain slant partitions
For the set of hard news communities (US & World, Politics, Business), this figures plots the share of
engagement on posts started by a publisher across the political spectrum.

Next we investigate how the News tab differentially impacts engagement on the various parti-
tions. We find that the News tab increases engagement across the political spectrum, though point
effects are largest among strongly left and moderate publishers. The increase among conservative-
leaning publishers are statistically indistinguishable from zero (Figure 8).

5.4 Effect on individual engagement diversity

Turning toward the diversity of engagement, we find that the News tab induces individuals to
engage with more diverse content. This is true both among the topics included in the News tab
and among publisher slant partitions within “hard news” communities (Figure 9). Diversity here is
operationalized as the Shannon Entropy [Shannon, 1948, Holtz et al., 2020] of engagement shares by
news category and publisher slant partition, respectively. Full details of the diversity measure can
be found in Appendix C where we also demonstrate the robustness of this result to other diversity
measures, including the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.

We find that the Shannon Entropy of diversity across categories of news included in the News tab
increased by 12.0% and the News tab increased the Shannon Entropy of diversity across publishers
from different political slants by 8.2%. To try and contextualize the magnitude of this increase in
diversity, we calculated what share of the maximum possible increase in diversity we observed from
the News tab. Specifically, for iOS users in the post-treatment period, we calculated the maximum
possible Shannon Entropy of engagement given the total engagement amount and estimated Equa-
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Figure 8: Treatment effects on probability of posting on a thread by publisher political slant
Note: This figure plots estimates of Equation 1 where the outcome is an indicator if the user posts on
a thread in a hard news community discussing an article from a publisher within each slant partition.

tion 1 on this new outcome. This provides an upper bound on the potential increase in engagement
diversity holding total engagement fixed. We find that the increase in engagement caused by the
News tab represent 3.8% of the maximum increase for diversity across news categories and 7.7% of
the maximum increase for diversity across publishers of varying political slant.

Figure 9: Effect of News tab on engagement diversity
Note: Treatment effect estimates of Equation 1 of individual engagement diversity by device, as mea-
sured through the Shannon entropy. The News Category estimate reflects the treatment effect on
diversity of engagement across the 8 categories of communities on the news tab. The Political Slant
estimate reflects the treatment effect on engagement diversity across political slant partitions within
hard news communities.
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(a) Across community engagement diversity (b) Political slant engagement diversity

Figure 10: Individual engagement diversity time series
Note: These plot the estimates of Equation 2 of individual engagement diversity by device, as measured
through the Shannon entropy. Figure 10a plots diversity of engagement across the 8 categories of
communities on the news tab. Figure 10b plots engagement diversity across political slant partitions
within hard news communities.

6 Heterogeneity and robustness

As shown in Section 5.1, there is substantial heterogeneity in the impact of the News tab on
engagement with the various categories of news, with the Politics community seeing the largest
increase in engagement. A potential explanation for this heterogeneity could be a result of the
design of the News tab itself. While the News tab does have subsections for each of the 8 different
categories of news content, the feed individuals first interact with aggregates popular content from
across all categories of news content (Figure 1). It is plausible that users are more likely to engage
with content promoted on this page. To evaluate this hypothesis, we create a monthly index of
popularity for each news category and predict monthly treatment effect estimates with this index.12

We find that this measure of popularity is correlated with the monthly treatment effect estimates on
the probability of posting. While this cannot be interpreted causally, as popularity is endogenous,
this evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that the heterogeneous effects of the News tab are
a result of the underlying popularity of the different categories. An important implication of this
hypothesis is that the choice of the popularity algorithm is critical. If this hypothesis were correct, it
would mean promoting content from a different category of news would increase engagement with
that category, More important, it would also suggest an algorithm that favored content slanted
towards a particular political party would increase engagement with this content (e.g. Huszár et al.

12Unfortunately, historical data on which posts were promoted are unavailable. Therefore, we scrape a Reddit page
that shows the most popular posts from a given day. See https://www.reddit.com/r/changelog/comments/k663qy/
introducing_rereddit_go_back_in_time_to_see_top/ for a description of this page. We then define the popularity
index as the monthly average share of posts in the top 50 most popular news posts that came from each category of
news.
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[2021]), further highlighting the importance of the choice of algorithm in influencing the content
individuals see and ultimately engage with.

A competing hypothesis that could explain why the largest treatment effects are in the Politics
category is that the News tab was introduced in the months leading up to a U.S. midterm election.
To address the concern that the our results are confounded by the election, we estimated the effect of
the News tab on placebo communities that are focused on discussing politics but were not included
in the News tab politics section. We find precise null effects for these communities suggesting that
the effect we find for the Politics community included in the News tab is in fact a result of the News
tab and not a result of the introduction of the News tab coinciding with an election cycle (Figure
16).

7 Discussion and conclusion

We find that the News tab increased engagement with news related content, though the marginal
content induced by the News tab was of heterogeneous quality. In addition, the News tab increases
the diversity of engagement across news categories and content from outlets with different political
leanings.

This study, however, is not without limitations. First, our analysis relies on publicly observed
information which requires us to limit our sample to individuals who reveal their device through
the RedditMobile community. While we believe this does not impact the internal validity of our
results, we must be cautious when generalizing these results as this sample of users may not be
representative of the broader population. In addition, our data only contain engagement measured
by posting to the communities and we do not observe content consumption.

Our findings have several important takeaways. First, we highlight the heterogeneous increase in
engagement that was induced by the News tab. We found heterogeneity in two dimensions. Not all
communities saw significant increases in engagement with only Politics, Technology, Entertainment,
and Business related communities seeing significant increases. In addition, the increased engagement
was of heterogeneous quality as some communities (namely, Politics), also saw a significant increase
in the number of users posting low-quality content. This highlights an important trade-off in
platform design. Existing work suggests design changes that increase engagement, in particular
the diversity of engagement, in virtual communities may improve retention of the affected users
[Anderson et al., 2020]. However, the new engagement may be inconsistent with the norms of the
community which could have a negative externality on existing users [Gu et al., 2007].

In addition, our findings on the diversity of engagement have important policy and social impli-
cations. Previous work has found that personalized news feed algorithms and personalized recom-
mendations have led to filter bubbles and decreased content consumption diversity [Bakshy et al.,
2015, Claussen et al., 2019, Allcott et al., 2020, Levy, 2021, Holtz et al., 2020]. Moreover, these
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studies have found a tradeoff in engagement quantity and diversity that led Holtz et al. [2020] to
introduce the concept of the “Engagement-Diversity Connection.” We demonstrate that augmenting
personalized feed algorithms with non-personalized feeds of news related content can increase both
engagement and engagement diversity. This is true both for engagement among different categories
of news as well as for the diversity of engagement among publishers of different political slant.
From a managerial perspective, more diverse engagement has been shown to positively impact user
retention [Anderson et al., 2020]. From a policy perspective, users consuming and engaging with a
more diverse set of political viewpoints has important positive implications for civic life [Sunstein,
2003]. This suggests that non-personalized feeds can be an important tool in mitigating algorithmic
filter bubbles and should be studied further to assess the robustness of these findings.
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(1) (2) (3)
Popularity 0.036 0.019 0.052

(0.010) (0.008) (0.055)
p-value <0.001 0.012 0.344
Category FEs X X
Category Interactions (centered) X
Obs 104 104 104
Adj. R2 0.112 0.603 0.579
F-stat 13.641 28.026 15.333

Table 2: Correlation in Community Popularity and Treatment Effects
Note: Coefficients from the regression of monthly treatment effect estimate on community popularity.
Model (2) adds community fixed effects. Model (3) adds community fixed effects and the interaction of
centered community fixed effects with popularity. This results is equivalent to averaging the estimates.
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Appendix A Matching Procedure

Our analysis of the impact of the News tab relies on a common trends assumption to have a causal
interpretation. Non-weighted engagement trends, i.e. those estimating Equation 2 without the
Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM) procedure are largely consistent with this hypothesis with one
notable exception where the probability of posting on any non-news community shows a clear pre-
trend (Figure 21 and Figure 22). We use the CEM procedure outlined in Iacus et al. [2012] to
mitigate this imbalance.

There are 12 pre-treatment periods in our analysis and we match on the first 6 of these pre-
treatment periods, holding out the following 6 to provide further evidence our common trends
assumption is plausible. We define 𝑋𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖,−12, . . . , 𝑥𝑖,−7)

′ as a vector of dummy variables 𝑥𝑖,𝑡

equal to one if user 𝑖 made any posts (on any community, not just news) in period 𝑡. We then
generate weights from CEM following Iacus et al. [2012]. Given the relatively low-dimensionality of
this matching exercise we are able to find exact matches and this is equivalent to subclassification.
We then use these weights in our difference-in-differences framework, which requires the assumption
of common trends conditional on the covariates used in matching. In other words, we assume that
iOS engagement trends would have followed Android engagement trends absent the introduction of
the News tab, conditional on 𝑋𝑖.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the matching procedure, we can plot the unweighted and
weighted probability of posting any post on Reddit over time by treatment group (Figure 11). While
difficult to see in the raw time series figure below, there is clear evidence of differential pre-trends
between iOS and Android users (Figure 21). Re-weighting eliminates this imbalance and it does so
even in the periods before treatment that are not used in weighting.

(a) Unweighted (b) Weighted

Figure 11: Probability of any post by treatment group
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Appendix B Data on domain political slant

We obtain political slant by domain using Robertson et al. [2018]. To generate this score, Robertson
et al. [2018] collect recent tweets containing links from known Democrats and Republicans. The
slant measure is then calculated as the difference in the probability of a sharing a domain conditioned
on being republican who has shared at least one domain less the same conditional probability for
democrats, normalized to be between -1 and 1. Formally, the slant measure is define as

bias-score(𝑖) =
𝑟𝑖∑︀

𝑗∈𝐼 𝑟𝑗
− 𝑑𝑖∑︀

𝑗∈𝐼 𝑑𝑗

𝑟𝑖∑︀
𝑗∈𝐼 𝑟𝑗

+ 𝑑𝑖∑︀
𝑗∈𝐼 𝑑𝑗

where 𝑟𝑗 (𝑑𝑗) is the number of unique Republicans (Democrats) who shared domain 𝑗 and 𝐼 is
the set of all domains. This measure is equal to 0 if shared by equal shares of Republicans and
Democrats and equal to 1 (-1) if it was shared only by Republicans (Democrats). Robertson et al.
[2018] demonstrate their measure of domain slant agrees with several existing measures of publisher
slant [Bakshy et al., 2015, Budak et al., 2016]
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Appendix C Measures of information diversity

Our measures of engagement diversity first partitions engagement into 𝐾 bins based on either the
category of news community or the political slant of the publisher within hard-news communities
as calculated in Robertson et al. [2018]. We then operationalize the diversity of engagement fol-
lowing Holtz et al. [2020], measuring individual-level engagement diversity using Shannon entropy
[Shannon, 1948]. The Shannon entropy of user 𝑖’s engagement is defined as

𝑖𝑑𝑖 = −
𝐾∑︁

𝑘=1

𝑠𝑘𝑖 ln(𝑠𝑘𝑖), (3)

where 𝑠𝑘𝑖 is the share of user 𝑖’s posts on a thread based on an article from publishers in partition
𝑘 ∈ {1, . . . ,𝐾}. If 𝑠𝑘𝑖 = 0, the partition’s contribution to the Shannon entropy is zero which implies
users who do not engage with any posts have 𝑖𝑑𝑖 = 0 [Holtz et al., 2020].

We also operationalize engagement diversity using the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI) [Rhoades,
1993]. This measure is defined as the sume of squared engagement shares:

HHI𝑖 =
𝐾∑︁

𝑘=1

𝑠2𝑘𝑖.

When an individual has no consumption in a period, we define the HHI to be equal to one which
is equivalent to engaging entirely with content from a single category.
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Appendix D Testing for common pre-trends

Figure 12: Common pre-trends p-values for indicator of any post
Plot of p-values of test of common pre-trends after CEM matching. The test is the joint test
that all pre-period treatment effect coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to 0.
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Figure 13: Common pre-trends p-values for indicator of low quality post
Plot of p-values of test of common pre-trends after CEM matching. The test is the joint test
that all pre-period treatment effect coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to 0.

Figure 14: Common pre-trends p-values for indicator of high quality post
Plot of p-values of test of common pre-trends after CEM matching. The test is the joint test
that all pre-period treatment effect coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to 0.
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Figure 15: Common pre-trends p-values for intensive margin analysis
Plot of p-values of test of common pre-trends after CEM matching. Each point represents the
p-value of a joint test that all pre-period treatment effect coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to
0. The figure plots the p-values for all thresholds shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 across all
of the categories included in the News tab.
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Appendix E Robustness checks

Figure 16: Election Placebo Tests
Here we show results of a placebo test on political communities not included in the News tab
(red) compared to the Politics community included in the News tab (blue). We find no treatment
effect on communities excluded from the News tab suggesting the effect is not confounded by
the 2018 midterm election.
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Appendix F Effect on intensive margin of engagement

(a) All news communities (b) All communities

(c) Politics (d) Technology

(e) Entertainment (f) Business

Figure 17: Treatment effect estimates on probability of posting more than 𝑘 posts
Each plot shows the treatment effect estimate from Equation 1 where the outcome is an indicator
if the user posted more than a threshold posts in a month (within each community). The
thresholds are shown on the y-axis. Horizontal bars represent 95% confidence intervals
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(a) Gaming (b) Sports

(c) US & World (d) Science

Figure 18: Treatment effect estimates on probability of posting more than 𝑘 posts
Each plot shows the treatment effect estimate from Equation 1 where the outcome is an indicator
if the user posted more than a threshold posts in a month (within each community). The
thresholds are shown on the y-axis. Horizontal bars represent 95% confidence intervals
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Appendix G Analyses without CEM weights

Figure 19: Common pre-trends p-values
Plot of p-values of test of common pre-trends without CEM matching. The test is the joint test
that all pre-period treatment effect coefficients in Equation 2 are equal to 0.
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Figure 20: Treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
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(a) All news communities (b) All non-news communities

(c) Politics (d) Technology

(e) Entertainment (f) Business

Figure 21: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting in community, estimated using
Equation 1 without the Coarsened Exact Matching weights.
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(a) Gaming (b) Technology

(c) US & World (d) Science

Figure 22: Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting
Dynamic treatment effect estimates on probability of posting in community, estimated using
Equation 1 without the Coarsened Exact Matching weights.
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